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Journalism senior Taylor 
Rice was sitting in a bar as 
she watched the results of 
the 2016 election unfold.
 “I watched for over three 
hours until I saw [Trump] 
won and I watched his 
speech,” Rice said.
Students across campus 
echoed similar election 
night experiences. Many 
were huddled in front of a 
TV or computer to watch 
the historic event occur 
through cable and online 
live streams.
Student organizations, 
such as UT Votes, held 
watch parties on campus 
for the election, and many 
non-UT affiliated organi-
zations, such as the Travis 
County Democratic Party, 
held watch parties at vari-
ous venues across down-
town Austin.
 Last night, more than 70 
million people tuned in to 
prime time cable news to 
watch the election results, 
according to Politico. This 
number does not account 
for those watching from 
online live streams.
According to Politico, 
from 8 to 11 p.m., NBC 
led TV news channels with 
11.2 million viewers, fol-
lowed by ABC with 9.2 
million viewers, CBS with 
8.1 million and Fox with 4 
million. 
 In the 2008 and 2012 
elections, viewership num-
bers also hovered close 
to 70 million, according 
to Politico.
Sociology junior 
Delaney Seebold stopped 
her usual activity to watch 
the election but soon 
turned it off as the results 
became clearer to her.
“I was live stream-
ing on my laptop as I was 
studying,” Seebold said. 
“I stopped watching when 
Florida [was called]. Not 
only was it decisive, at 
that point all the other 
swing states [were] leaning 
towards [Trump.]”
Cable news is seen as the 
most used source for those 
following the 2016 presi-
dential election, according 
to a poll conducted by the 
Pew Research Center. 
“News and information 
about the contentious 2016 
presidential election is 
More than 300 students spent over seven 
hours Wednesday protesting the election of 
Republican Donald Trump on campus and 
throughout downtown Austin. 
The protest, one of many organized by 
college students across the country, be-
gan at 11 a.m. in front of the Tower with 
chants of “He’s not my president” and “Sí 
se puede.” At 1:39 p.m., protesters began to 
walk to the South First Street Bridge where 
 
protesters took a 20-minute break. They then 
proceeded to the Congress Avenue Bridge to 
continue chanting. 
At 3:20 p.m., they began walking back to 
campus where they protested until 5:15 p.m. 
when they moved toward the Capitol.  
Students who participated in the protest said 
they were protesting Trump’s prospective poli-
cies and the sentiments he presented during 
his campaign. Members of the Revolutionary 
Student Front and members of the Palestine 
Solidarity Committee marched in the protest 
but declined to comment. 
Government and history freshman 
Gabriela Muro said she participated in the 
protest to show she was not scared as an 
undocumented student.
“I am personally an undocumented Mexi-
can-American, and it really terrified me to find 
out that the election swung in Trump’s favor,” 
Muro said. “But I came out here today to show 
them that I am undocumented and unafraid 
and I’m not just going to let them step over me. 
Biochemistry senior Dania Hussein said she 
was hoping the election wouldn’t turn out the 
way it did.
“I don’t think that a man that condones xe-
nophobia, sexism, homophobia, should be in 
office because he is not representative of much 
of the country or its people,” Hussein said. “A 
lot of my family were in tears because we are 
Muslim, and so the hate he has already been 
spewing just when he was running turned a lot 
of the nation against us, and it’s scary to think 
what could happen in four years with him 
in office.”
 Lisa B. Thompson, associate professor of 
African and African diaspora studies, said she 
After a historic Election 
Day that resulted in a Donald 
Trump presidential victory, 
The Daily Texan followed up 
with the 12 students profiled 
for a voter series that ran 
between Oct. 24 and Nov. 8. 
While most students who 
responded for comment said 
they were surprised by Tues-
day’s results, Eric Davis  — the 
only student profiled who 
voted for Trump  — predicted 
earlier in October that the 
New York mogul was going 
to be the next president of the 
United States. 
Once Davis’ prediction 
became a reality, he said he 
believed a President Trump 
would only unify the nation.
“He will reach with every 
side of the political sphere 
to unify our country,” Da-
vis said. “Day in and day 
out, I know he will lead in a 
bipartisan manner.”
On the other hand, students 
who backed Hillary Clinton, 
the Democrat favored to win 
the White House, said they 
were surprised it was Trump 
who had secured the highest 
office in the land.
“Last night was a gut 
shot,” said Jacob Peña, a 
second-generation Mexican-
American who voted for 
Clinton. “It was frustrating, 
but it doesn’t mean I am go-
ing to quit fighting for what I 
believe in.”
Those who voted Trump 
into office weren’t representa-
tive of his peers and the ad-
vancements they were work-
ing toward, Peña said.
Joshua Ellis cast his ballot 
for Clinton and said he didn’t 
see Tuesday night as a victory 
or defeat for either of the two 
major political parties.
“All I can do now is hope 
that [Trump’s] rhetoric from 
the election will soften as his 
presidency becomes a reality,” 
Ellis said. “God bless America 
in this trying time. All I can 
do now is hope.”
Marielisa Saggese, an inter-
national student from Venezu-
ela, said Tuesday night’s results 
reminded her of the 1998 elec-
tions in her home country. 
“I’m still shocked and 
heartbroken,” Saggese said. “I 
ran away from the populism 
and divisive speech of Ven-
ezuelan socialism two years 
ago, and now to see this simi-
lar pattern here scares me as 
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UT graduate student 
Morene Parten Cutler went 
to John F. Kennedy’s presi-
dential inauguration in 1961 
wearing a yellow dress, which 
students can now view at an 
exhibit highlighting the fash-
ion and culture of the 1950s 
and 1960s.
Cutler’s dress is among an 
extensive collection of eve-
ning gowns from the 1950s to 
1960s being displayed in the 
“As Time Goes By” exhibit by 
a textiles and apparel class on 
the history of dress and cul-
tural change. 
Gail Chovan, lecturer for 
the department of textiles 
and apparel and organizer of 
the exhibit, said she and her 
students hope to promote the 
historical collection in order 
to give people an opportunity 
to look at history through an 
interesting scope.
“This exhibit makes great 
use of the resources we have 
here on campus and is a type of 
experimental learning,” Cho-
van said. “Instead of listening 
to a lecture, people can learn 
about 1950s and ’60s society 
[in other ways] hands-on.”
an immigrant.”
While he voted for Liber-
tarian Gary Johnson, Brian 
Bensimon said he originally 
anticipated a Clinton victory, 
but added he knew a “Brexit-
style” victory for Trump was 
also possible.  
“Part of what makes the 
United States great is that the 
president is not a king,” Ben-
simon said. “In the event that 
President-elect Trump over-
steps his bounds, it’s likely 
that you will see a coalition of 
progressives and constitutional 
conservatives eager to check 
his power.”
Mannan Ali, a Muslim-
American student, voted 
for Clinton because he said 
he feared the anti-Muslim 
sentiment he felt Trump’s 
campaign was inspiring. Ali 
said he wasn’t happy about 
Trump’s victory.
“There’s not much anyone 
can do,” Ali said. “I have to be-
lieve in the check and balances 
of this country that nothing 
bad will take place.”
Having just become a U.S. cit-
izen in late August, Mathew Pi-
otrowicz early voted for Clinton 
and said he could understand 
some people’s frustration with 
the results the election yielded. 
“I think we need to have 
faith in the American people 
to not let this divide us,” Pi-
otrowicz said. “Additionally, I 
don’t think this election is as 
disastrous as some people are 
making it out to be.”
Two students profiled by 
the Texan, Zachary Long and 
Shannon Doyle, declined to 
comment for this story. Alli-
son Peregory, Cristian Cortes 
and Daniel Hamilton didn’t 
respond to a request for com-
ment at the time this story 
went to press.
Sunny Kim, Autumn 
Sanders and Carlynn Hick-
enbotham contributed to 
this report.
A poll recently released by 
The University of Texas and 
The Texas Tribune shows 
a majority of Texas voters 
unfavorably view the Black 
Lives Matter movement and 
believe transgender individu-
als must use the bathroom 
which aligns with their birth 
gender as opposed to their 
gender identity. 
UT’s Texas Politics proj-
ect oversees the annual polls 
which surveyed 1200 regis-
tered Texas voters, said Jim 
Henson, director of the TPP. 
According to the Texas Poli-
tics project website, the poll 
was conducted from Oct. 
14 to 23 of this year and had 
a margin of error of 2.83 
percentage points. 
Henson said the poll pro-
vided them an opportunity 
to look back at social trends 
in Texas. 
“One of the virtues of the 
polling we’ve done together 
… is we have a long time se-
ries on a lot of these things 
and on a lot of these kinds of 
attributes and subjects,” Hen-
son said in a Nov. 1 podcast 
with The Texas Tribune. 
According to a Texas Tri-
bune graphic, 89 percent of 
Republicans viewed BLM 
unfavorably and 60 percent of 
Democrats polled favored it. 
The majority of indepen-
dents found the movement 
unfavorable with 72 percent 
opposed and 15 percent fa-
voring it. The remaining 13 
percent of independents had 
no opinion on the matter. 
Juliet Hooker, government 
and African and African di-
aspora studies associate pro-
fessor, said Texans criticizing 
the movement are even less 
receptive to it now because of 
the shooting in Dallas.
“I think that for a lot of 
people who were predisposed 
to being critical of Black 
Lives Matter, the shooting 
in Dallas basically became 
evidence that in fact the 
Black Lives Matter protests 
were endangering police of-
ficers even though that of 
course is not the intent of the 
movement,” Hooker said.
Undeclared sophomore 
Alex Melton said the poll’s 
numbers do not surprise 
him given Texas is a red state. 
Melton, who is a republican, 
said he believes the move-
ment is violent but agrees 
with its message.
“I think there are better 
ways to work with unity be-
tween the community and the 
police instead of inciting vio-
lence at rallies and calling for 
the death of police officers,” 
Melton said.
Another social issue that 
was surveyed, which asked 
about which bathroom trans-
gender individuals should use, 
also had polarized results. 
Seventy-six percent of Re-
publicans felt transgender 
individuals should use the 
bathroom based on their 
birth gender, while 50 per-
cent of Democrats said they 
should use the bathroom 
which aligns with their gen-
der identity. Both parties 
had 24 percent of voters who 
were unsure, according to 
TPP’s website. 
Sociology graduate student 
Thatcher Combs said Lt. Gov. 
Dan Patrick’s claims that men 
will abuse transgender in-
dividuals’ access to women’s 
restrooms has instilled fear in 
his republican constituents, 
causing a divide.
“If you’re [a] middle-class 
family in East Texas … and 
you have two little girls, and 
all the messages you get are 
that pedophiles want to go 
into the restroom with your 
little girls, it’s really easy to 
turn around and be like ‘I 
don’t want that to happen,’” 
Combs said.
saw herself in the group of 
students protesting.
“It’s beautiful to see the 
students taking agency and 
seeing such a beautiful di-
verse group of students — 
age, nationality, race, sexu-
ality, gender — to protest 
and be able to do something 
constructive to show their 
feelings about what hap-
pened,” Thompson said. “I 
was a student at [University 
of California Los Angeles] 
during the anti-apartheid ral-
lies, and we protested and it 
was important.”
Soncia Reagins-Lilly, vice 
president for student affairs 
and dean of students, said in 
an email to the student body 
that after a close and highly 
contentious election we are 
first a community of shared 
values and respect.
“We are our very best when 
we come together across our 
differences to support every 
member of our Longhorn 
community,” Reagins-Lilly 
said in the email. “I know, 
because I know you, that 
our campus will continue 
to be a place of understand-
ing, growth and exceptional 
scholarship, as we navigate 
the resulting implications of 
the election.”
Austin City Council mem-
ber Greg Casar, who joined 
the protest at the South 
First Street Bridge, said to-
day was an important day 
to begin resistance against a 
Trump presidency.
“Many leaders, including 
Trump, are calling for heal-
ing, and we cannot heal,” 
Casar said. “Instead we need 
to organize and support pro-
testers like this and be in the 
streets, and as a city, I’m call-
ing on us to be a part of that 
resistance and not comply 
with the unconstitutional 
mandates Trump may pass 
along to us that might hurt 
our immigrant families.”
According to the Los An-
geles Times, an estimated 200 
students came together in 
protest at UCLA after Trump 
gave his acceptance speech. 
UCLA’s student newspaper, 
The Daily Bruin, reported 
images of protesters burning 
trash and described students 
attempting to flip a car. 
At the University of South-
ern California, journalism 
student Magali Gauthier 
said in an email about 
100 students gathered on 
campus after Trump won the 
presidency. At the protest, 
different students took turns 
speaking to the crowd.
At Yale, students last 
night convened for a “pri-
mal scream” on campus 
as Trump’s lead extend-
ed, according to the Yale 
Daily News. 
Nick Hudson said he saw 
the UT student protest on 
Facebook and headed over 
because he works nearby.
“I’m upset about the elec-
tion, I’m concerned about 
electing someone who has 
demonstrated a willingness 
to oppress Muslims, immi-
grants and the LGBT com-
munity, who there are al-
legations of sexual assaults 
against and who has bragged 
about sexual assaults,” 
Hudson said. 
Van Nguyen, Will Clark 
and Paul Cobler contributed 
to this report.
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One of the virtues of the polling we’ve 
done together … is we have a long time 
series on a lot of these things and on a 
lot of these kinds of attributes …
—Jim Henson, 
Director of the Texas Politics project
UT graduate student 
Morene Parten Cutler went 
to John F. Kennedy’s presi-
dential inauguration in 1961 
wearing a yellow dress, which 
students can now view at an 
exhibit highlighting the fash-
ion and culture of the 1950s 
and 1960s.
Cutler’s dress is among an 
extensive collection of eve-
ning gowns from the 1950s to 
1960s being displayed in the 
“As Time Goes By” exhibit by 
a textiles and apparel class on 
the history of dress and cul-
tural change. 
Gail Chovan, lecturer for 
the department of textiles 
and apparel and organizer of 
the exhibit, said she and her 
students hope to promote the 
historical collection in order 
to give people an opportunity 
to look at history through an 
interesting scope.
“This exhibit makes great 
use of the resources we have 
here on campus and is a type of 
experimental learning,” Cho-
van said. “Instead of listening 
to a lecture, people can learn 
about 1950s and ’60s society 
[in other ways] hands-on.”
Chovan said her students 
researched each dress in order 
to understand the time pe-
riod it came from and the dif-
ferent materials used to make 
the dress. 
“The way people dress 
shows us different aspects of 
the economic, cultural, social 
and political conditions of a 
time period we weren’t a part 
of,” Chovan said. “It’s interest-
ing to think about why some 
things are the way they are es-
pecially in terms of fashion.”
Another dress featured 
was a 1950s taffeta and lace 
evening gown worn by Mari-
alice “Cissie” Ferguson, the 
daughter of former Texas Gov. 
Allan Shivers.
Civil engineering sopho-
more Kevin Quist said the 
dresses were vastly dif-
ferent from dresses worn 
by celebrities and 
politicians nowadays.
“The dresses go all the 
way down to the ankles, 
which tells me how modest 
these women were,” Quiste 
said. “Society back then was 
far more chaste then our 
current society.”
The dresses were donated 
to TXA Historical Archives, 
which sponsored the exhibit, 
by the relatives of those who 
wore them previously. The 
gowns will be on display until 
Dec. 7.
Civil engineering fresh-
man Monica Martinez said 
the exhibit shows how the 
influence of popular clothing 
in society has not diminished 
over time.
“There are some people 
who step outside of the stan-
dards of fashion during any 
time period, but for the most 
part everyone usually wears 
clothing society deems as 
acceptable at that time in 
history,” Martinez said. “No 
one really wants to go against 
what society sets as popular.”
When UT Austin President 
Gregory Fenves  returned to 
the University as Dean of the 
Cockrell School of Engineer-
ing in 2008 , he was surprised 
to learn that the four-year 
graduation rate was just over 
50 percent, but changes he and 
University officials have made 
pushed the number toward the 
University’s goal of a 70 percent 
four-year graduation rate. 
 Fenves presented his re-
port Wednesday morning 
on the improvements to the 
University’s four-year gradu-
ation rates and the steps the 
University’s taken to improve 
these numbers at the Board of 
Regents meeting.
Creating a sense of commu-
nity within a graduating class 
has been a successful way to in-
crease graduation rates, Fenves 
said. He said an improved 
experience their first year will 
lead to a student coming back 
for their second year, which 
will increase a student’s likeli-
hood of graduation, according 
to data from the University.  
 “One of the biggest chang-
es was change in culture,” 
Fenves said. “Beginning at 
orientation as a freshman, [we] 
create that identity, create a sense 
that there are a lot of students 
that are expected to graduate 
in four years.”
 According to data presented 
by Fenves, 30 years ago, the 
four-year graduation rate at 
UT was under 40 percent. Cur-
rently, it is close to 60 percent. 
Six-year graduation rates have 
increased from under 60 to 
close to 80 percent.  
 Fenves said the Univer-
sity Leadership Network  has 
been one of the successful 
programs the University has 
created to make the Univer-
sity experience engaging for 
students. It helps provide stu-
dents with opportunities for 
scholarships and internships at 
the University.
 The ULN uses predictive 
analytics to identify 500 stu-
dents in an incoming class who 
are least likely to graduate in 
four years and offers them a 
place in the program. Seventy 
percent of students in this co-
hort are first-generation college 
students, 75 percent are under-
represented students of color 
and 80 percent are Pell Grant 
eligible, Fenves said.
 The Class of 2017 is 
considered to be the first group 
to be a part of the University’s 
initiative to create a culture 
around four-year graduation 
rates, Fenves said.
Predicted graduation rates 
for the Class of 2017 overall 
were projected to be 56 per-
cent, and the graduation rates 
for Class of 2017 ULN students 
were projected to be 33 per-
cent, Fenves said.
 Persistence rates have stayed 
above 80 percent for both 
ULN and non-ULN students 
in the Class of 2017 students 
through their first three years at 
the University. 
 Anfernee Young, interna-
tional relations and global stud-
ies senior, said the opportuni-
ties provided by the ULN have 
greatly eased his experience at 
the University. He interns at 
both the Dean of Students and 
the Research Institute.
“Scholarship aid from ULN 
helped me not worry so much 
about financial problems 
that I’ve had coming to UT,” 
Young said. “I was able to fo-
cus on my studies more and 
also intern.”
 Regent Brenda Pejovich was 
appointed to the board in 2010 
and has seen the results of the 
attempts to increase four-year 
graduation rates. She thanked 
President Fenves for his efforts 
in helping with this.
 “It’s been heartwarming to 
be on this journey for the past 
six years and to see the progress 
that we’re making,” Pejovich 
said to close the meeting.
permeating the American 
public,” Pew Center re-
searchers wrote in the re-
port. “About nine-in-ten 
U.S. adults (91%) learned 
about the election from 
at least one of 11 types 
of sources asked about, 
ranging from television to 
digital to radio to print.”
When you split the 
respondents by age group, 
however, respondents from 
age 18 to 29 were more like-
ly to learn about the elec-
tion through social media 
and online news websites, 
whereas all groups after age 
30 were more likely to learn 
about the election through 
cable news.
Biomedical engineering 
freshmen William Sikora 
kept up with the election 
through various news web-
sites and news channels.
Along with age groups, 
there are differences in 
where people consume data, 
according to the report.
Respondents with a col-
lege degree were more like-
ly to name radio, national 
papers in print, news 
websites or news apps as 
sources. Those without a 
college degree preferred 
cable or local TV news.
Overall, 78 percent of 
adults learned about the 
election from amongst 
local news, cable news, 
national nightly net-
work news and late night 
comedy shows. 
UT professor Teresa 
Hubbard and Swiss affili-
ate researcher Alexander 
Birchler have been selected 
to showcase their work at 
the 57th Venice Biennale, 
one of the highest honors 
for an artist.
Hubbard and Birchler 
have been working col-
laboratively since the early 
1990s, using their dual 
backgrounds in film and 
photography to display their 
research by combining these 
art forms, according to a UT 
News press release.
The duo will dis-
play their work at one of 
Biennale’s national pavil-
ions in an exhibit called 
“Women of Venice,” which 
is centered on 20th century 
Swiss artist Alberto Gia-
cometti, who, despite his 
accolades, repeatedly de-
clined offers to represent 
Switzerland at the Venice 
Biennale, according to a 
UT News press release.
Their research revolved 
around the life of Flora 
Mayo, a largely unknown 
French-taught artist, and 
her romantic life with Gi-
acometti. They used the 
reconstruction of Mayo’s 
early life to gain further 
insight on Giacometti’s 
early life.
Hubbard and Birchler 
recreated Mayo’s past 
through the use of doc-
umentary-style film, in-
corporating facts about 
Mayo’s life and using some 
fictional material to tell 
her story.
Mayo studied in Paris 
during the 1920s, where 
she became romantically 
involved with Giacom-
etti, a celebrated sur-
realist painter hailing 
from Switzerland.
Giacometti is widely 
regarded as one of Swit-
zerland’s most prolific art-
ists and was most known 
for his sculptures of the 
“Walking Man,” a rough 
stick figure-like struc-
ture. His most expensive 
piece of artwork, “Pointing 
Man,” also happens to be 
one of the most expensive 
sculptures sold at auction, 
with an estimated value of 
$126 million.
The Venice Biennale 
traces its origin back 
to 1895 where it had its 
first exhibition and has 
since grown to now of-
fer over 60 national pavil-
ions, or areas of artwork 
dedicated exclusively for 
those representing their 
affiliated nation.
Hubbard and Birchler 
will showcase their work 
for the second time since 
1999 in the spring from 
May 13 to Nov. 26, 2017 in 
Venice, Italy.
Shannon Doyle, declined to 
comment for this story. Alli-
son Peregory, Cristian Cortes 
and Daniel Hamilton didn’t 
respond to a request for com-
ment at the time this story 
went to press.
Sunny Kim, Autumn 
Sanders and Carlynn Hick-
enbotham contributed to 
this report.
Sociology graduate student 
Thatcher Combs said Lt. Gov. 
Dan Patrick’s claims that men 
will abuse transgender in-
dividuals’ access to women’s 
restrooms has instilled fear in 
his republican constituents, 
causing a divide.
“If you’re [a] middle-class 
family in East Texas … and 
you have two little girls, and 
all the messages you get are 
that pedophiles want to go 
into the restroom with your 
little girls, it’s really easy to 
turn around and be like ‘I 
don’t want that to happen,’” 
Combs said.
different students took turns 
speaking to the crowd.
At Yale, students last 
night convened for a “pri-
mal scream” on campus 
as Trump’s lead extend-
ed, according to the Yale 
Daily News. 
Nick Hudson said he saw 
the UT student protest on 
Facebook and headed over 
because he works nearby.
“I’m upset about the elec-
tion, I’m concerned about 
electing someone who has 
demonstrated a willingness 
to oppress Muslims, immi-
grants and the LGBT com-
munity, who there are al-
legations of sexual assaults 
against and who has bragged 
about sexual assaults,” 
Hudson said. 
Van Nguyen, Will Clark 
and Paul Cobler contributed 
to this report.
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Fenves pushes higher four-year graduation rates
By Van Nguyen
@nguyen_van
Katie Bauer
Daily Texan Staff
UT Austin Presi-
dent Gregory 
Fenves presents 
four-year gradua-
tion rate analysis 
to the Board of 
Regents in their 
meeting Wednes-
day morn-
ing. Through 
programs such 
as the Univer-
sity Leadership 
Network, the 
University hopes 
to raise the 
four-year gradu-
ation rate to 70 
percent. 
CAMPUS
‘As time goes by’ exhibit showcases US 
history through unique scope of fashion
By Regan Ritterbush
@Reagan0720
UNIVERSITY
UT American Studies 
celebrates 75th year
By Burhanuddin  
Calcuttawala
@thisisfordtex
CAMPUS
UT collaborators receive prestigious art honor
By Quanit Ali
@brown_gosling
@thedailytexan
Follow us for news,  
updates and more.
One of the virtues of the polling we’ve 
done together … is we have a long time 
series on a lot of these things and on a 
lot of these kinds of attributes …
—Jim Henson, 
Director of the Texas Politics project
Seventy-five years after its 
inception, American Stud-
ies at UT is celebrating de-
cades of scholarship and 
accomplished graduates. 
To commemorate the mile-
stone, the department held a 
symposium titled “American 
Studies in the World Today” 
on Thursday and Friday, 
which brought together schol-
ars from around the nation to 
foster a conversation about 
their studies and experiences. 
Since 1970, the department 
has awarded nearly 200 Ph.D.’s 
to students who have gone on 
to become college presidents, 
scholars and award-winning 
authors and became an of-
ficial department in the year 
1998, said Steven Hoelscher, 
chair of the department. 
In his opening remarks at 
the symposium, Hoelscher 
said UT’s American Studies 
department began with pro-
fessors Henry Nash Smith and 
Theodore Hornberger, but re-
lied on the support of other 
faculty and administration to 
become what it is today.
“Our history would be one 
of lost opportunity were it not 
for the commitment and vi-
sion of key leaders at UT,” Ste-
ven Hoelscher said. “[Hired 
by President Harry Ransom, 
William] Goetzmann skill-
fully parlayed his recently 
awarded Pulitzer Prize into an 
engine driving the growth of a 
program that was soon recog-
nized as one of the leading in 
the country.”
Josh Kopin, an American 
Studies graduate student, said 
the field allows English, his-
tory, art and various other 
disciplines to come together 
to form interdisciplinary 
approaches to problems. 
“I love the idea that there 
is more than one way to do 
something,” said Kopin, who 
helped publicize the sympo-
sium. “At one point I owned 
like six or seven ways to make 
a cup of coffee because I just 
love this idea that you can 
do one thing, make a cup of 
coffee, in a dozen different 
ways. One of the things that 
American Studies recognizes 
that the traditional disciplines 
don’t always recognize is that 
by looking at a thing in more 
than one way, you can get a 
better sense of it.”
Jeffrey Meikle, a professor 
of American Studies and art 
history, said American Studies 
has evolved into a diverse and 
nuanced study of the nation’s 
history and culture. 
“There’s a much wider sense 
of cultural and social diversi-
ty,” Meikle said. “In the last 30 
years, contemporary issues of 
race, class, gender and ethnic-
ity have become much more 
important than they were 
50 years ago. Over the last 
30 years, American studies 
people have realized that … 
the nation is far more diverse 
and complex than it was 50 
years ago.”
Thomas Negrete 
Daily Texan Staff
A class in the 
department 
of textiles and 
apparel has col-
lected evening 
gowns from 
the 1950s and 
1960s to show 
the fashion 
trends of that 
time. 
EDITORIAL
This has been a grueling year. This elec-
tion cycle has raised the country’s collective 
blood pressure, and we now need to some-
how put our divided nation back together 
again. There are a lot of people who are not 
happy with the result of the election, but 
even those who voted for Donald Trump are 
looking at a period of adjustment.
Many of us have been following this elec-
tion closely for months now. Our daily sched-
ules have taken up a cadence: Wake up, check 
Twitter, cry a little on the inside and prepare 
for the day. Now that the constant updates 
and scandals are (hopefully) over and we 
have finally selected our next commander in 
chief, what will replace the countless hours 
that many devoted to this election?
News junkies, never fear — there will be 
no shortage of reaction pieces in the weeks 
to come. Once those are finished, there will 
be articles and columns galore on Trump’s 
first days in office, first term and first mis-
takes. The voting may be over, but let us 
not forget that the election is supposed to 
be the beginning of something new. And so 
it is. The outsider whom very few expected 
to emerge victorious has done so, and this 
marks a major change for our country.
The media has been in a state of shock 
these past few months, trying to make up 
for time lost treating Trump as a joke or 
non-issue. With the results in, people will 
see an influx of questions and speculation 
about the future. Gradually we will shift 
back to a regular news schedule. For a few 
months at least. 
Once Trump is in office, however, the me-
dia will have our work cut out for us. It is 
our duty to act as gatekeepers, to inform the 
public and to keep the powerful in check. 
We must be vigilant in the next term. We 
must be watchful and ensure that our great 
nation stays great. Very few can guess at 
what a Trump presidency will look like, but 
it is coming and we need to be ready.
Take a deep, steadying breath, America. 
It’s finally over. Maybe now the media as 
well as the public can look forward. We 
can put pressure on our representatives 
to do their jobs. We can remember that 
midterm elections are just as important as 
presidential elections.
We can stay involved. And hopefully, we can 
move past partisan disagreements and push 
for a future that all of us can be proud of.
Bonfiglio is a journalism junior from Oak 
Creek, Colorado.
The outcome of Tuesday night’s presiden-
tial election is clear. The people spoke, and 
the majority of voters want Hillary Clinton 
in office. 
Yet Trump is America’s president-elect, and 
the electoral college is uniquely culpable.
There is plenty of blame to go around for 
this election’s outcome. At a basic level, an 
entire demographic felt so marginalized and 
overlooked that it acted out like an immature, 
rebellious teenager. During the presidential 
race, Trump’s political power was underes-
timated to the other candidates’ demises — 
and everyone’s surprise. As Wikileaks emails 
showed, the DNC clearly favored Clinton 
when another candidate might have been 
more electable. And then, there were unex-
pectedly shady blows to the political process 
from Russia, FBI Director James Comey and 
arguably even Trump’s campaign. 
But, to the nation’s credit, the trans-
gressions have been quickly addressed. 
Clinton’s emails repeatedly went on trial, 
Comey’s colleagues condemned his ac-
tions, and Trump’s lawsuit against Nevada 
was quickly dealt with by the justice sys-
tem. However, the electoral college offers 
no such balance. 
The founding fathers picked the electoral 
college as a way to give small states some addi-
tional leverage and insulate presidential races 
from manipulation. At the time, the problem 
was real, but the legacy of the electoral college 
allows a small-state voter three times the vot-
ing power as someone in a larger state. And 
Americans aren’t happy. A 2007 collaborative 
poll by The Washington Post, the Kaiser Fam-
ily Foundation and Harvard University found 
that 78 percent of Democrats, 60 percent of 
Republicans, and 73 percent of Independent 
voters supported a purely popular vote ap-
proach to elections. 
First-year law student Zachary Stone 
agrees that this imbalance flies in the face of 
the “one-person, one-vote” value. 
“The clearest thing is that the plurality 
of the nation voted for Hillary Clinton, yet 
watching CNN last night as they did their 
maps and zoomed in on various counties, 
it just seems so arbitrary to me to only care 
what is happening in Pennsylvania in some 
other states,” Stone said. “To not care what is 
happening in Texas or New York or Califor-
nia, where there are a ton of people is phe-
nomenally anti-democratic.” 
Electoral colleges defer political power fur-
ther and further up party lines until they are 
essentially fixed based on the state’s party af-
filiation. As a result, this is the second time 
in 16 years a candidate has won the general 
majority but lost the college.  Al Gore’s 2000 
upset was the first electoral college-general 
election split since 1888. Both Gore’s and 
Hillary’s losses reflect a situation where hard 
party lines hindered the democratic process 
of a high-stakes election. 
With the political will to change and 
spurred on by the extraordinary circum-
stances of this election, change is possible. 
The National Popular Vote Interstate Com-
pact proposes that all electoral college votes 
be committed to the results of the general 
election, functionally eliminating the elec-
toral college. New York became the latest 
state to sign on just three days ago, bringing 
the electoral count up to 165 out of 270 of 
the necessary votes. The energy surrounding 
Tuesday’s election could be the final push for 
a worried nation. 
This presidential election was fair and 
square and out of the blue — that much is 
clear. A critical look at the electoral college 
system shouldn’t be interpreted as an at-
tempt to throw out results or return a bitter 
losing party to power. However, as the na-
tion moves forward from the election, it is 
important to recognize the system that gave 
us President Trump.
Hallas is a Plan II and health and society 
sophomore from Allen.
Donald Trump capped what has been an 
emotionally taxing election cycle chock full 
of unproductive and demanding dialogue by 
pulling off a shocking upset. There has been 
and will continue to be speculation about 
how Trump’s campaign actually pulled it off, 
but more important is an understanding of 
what comes next — and how we can be a 
part of it.
In September we endorsed Hillary Clin-
ton, disclosing our numerous concerns with 
a Trump presidency. But this is not the time 
for students to wallow in despair or disen-
gage from the democratic process. Donald J. 
Trump will be the face of our nation, but we 
can and should use this political clout to in-
fluence future elections.
Despite Trump’s presidential win, Clinton 
was the one more popular with voters, gain-
ing over 220,000 more votes than the Repub-
lican nominee and outpacing him in voters 
under 30 by 18 points and voters 30-44 by 
eight points. The issue was that turnout was 
down overall. With some states still too close 
to call, Trump is in line to handily win the 
electoral college but could also tally less votes 
overall than McCain did.
We can’t blame Texas for this after we set 
early voting turnout records and outper-
formed past margins. But nationwide, vot-
ers were turned off from what they consid-
ered a difficult moral choice. And students 
who worked with Clinton to edge Texas 
closer to competitiveness would be remiss 
not to see the victories they are responsible 
for and to abandon an electoral system that, 
while flawed, is the path to effecting change 
in this country.
Making other conclusions about this race 
would be a mistake. After turnout took a 
nosedive, little more than a quarter of eli-
gible voters voted for Trump, and among 
those who voted for him, many disapproved 
of him. This nation does not necessarily ap-
prove of racism or sexism. But it does ap-
prove of avoiding difficult choices it’s tasked 
with making. 
So let’s not misdiagnose the problem. Keep-
ing future Trumpians out of office will require 
students to engage with their political system, 
despite its many flaws. One of the most effec-
tive ways to achieve this is by influencing the 
direction of our battered political parties in 
post-Trump elections.
Clinton herself might have had the worst 
night. The political establishments she em-
bodied were the real losers of this election. 
On the republican side, a populist demagogue 
seized control of the GOP by divorcing him-
self from party norms. As for the Democrats, 
many awoke this morning to find their party 
on life support. Although just a few weeks ago 
many pundits were gleefully writing obituar-
ies for the GOP, the future of the democratic 
party is also in jeopardy.
The political identity crisis of our major 
parties presents us with a unique opportu-
nity to redefine politics after Trump. This isn’t 
built on partisanship — we want to choose 
between two competent parties that give all 
of us something to vote for, not just a night-
marish scenario to vote against. Now’s not the 
time to be apathetic about the future. It’s ours, 
even if apathy won the day in 2016.
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Make 2020’s election what you want it to be
In post-election America, stay politically engaged
By Nahila Bonfiglio
Daily Texan Columnist
@NahilaBonfiglio
Electoral college needs reform to be more democratic
By Laura Hallas
Daily Texan Senior Columnist
@LauraHallas
Take a deep, steadying breath, 
America. It’s finally over. Maybe now 
the media as well as the public can 
look forward. We can put pressure 
on our representatives to do their 
jobs. We can remember that midterm 
elections are just as important as 
presidential elections.
By The Daily Texan Editorial Board
@TexanEditorial
Electoral colleges defer political 
power further and further up party 
lines until they are essentially fixed 
based on the state’s party affiliation. 
As a result, this is the second time 
in 16 years a candidate has won the 
general majority but lost the college.
Gabriel Lopez | Daily Texan Staff
Anti-Trump protesters march down Congress Avenue to express distaste in the president-
elect on Nov 9. Voter apathy stands in the way of creating a better election season in 2020.
But this is not the time for students 
to wallow in despair or disengage 
from the democratic process. Donald 
J. Trump will be the face of our na-
tion, but we can and should use this 
political clout to influence future 
elections.
The political identity crisis of our ma-
jor parties presents us with a unique 
opportunity to redefine politics after 
Trump ... We want to choose between 
two competent parties that give all of 
us something to vote for.
Alex Dolan | Daily Texan Staff
Viewers with the Travis County Democratic Party await election results on Nov. 8. Even after 
this election season, the government relies on Americans to stay politically engaged.
A new program that offers 
majors to high school stu-
dents will allow Austin 9-12th 
graders to get a taste of UT 
before they graduate.
Next year, UT will part-
ner with Austin Independent 
School District to offer TEX-
AS MicroMajors to students 
in select high schools. Stu-
dents can earn MicroMajors 
in science, technology, engi-
neering, mathematics, mul-
tidisciplinary studies or arts 
and humanities. The program 
is designed to help students 
learn the skills they need to 
academically perform well 
at universities.
“We’ve seen that many high 
school students have done ev-
erything they’ve been asked 
— won awards, were top of 
their class — but when they 
get to UT, they find that their 
high school expectations and 
UT expectations may not 
align well,” said Harrison 
Keller, deputy to the president 
for strategy and policy for UT. 
“We’d like to eradicate that 
misalignment problem.”
Participating students will 
choose two courses from a 
UT-approved list of dual-
enrollment, dual-credit or 
online courses, in addition to 
taking two Advanced Place-
ment or International Bac-
calaureate courses. The list is 
designed by administrators 
and department faculty to 
include classes that are on par 
with UT expectations, based 
on past performance by UT 
students in those fields. The 
STEM option will include 
courses in physics, pre-cal-
culus, statistics, computer 
science and geoscience.
The program builds on 
other existing UT partner-
ships and its OnRamps 
program, which offers dual-
enrollment at UT to Texas 
high school students. Faculty, 
staff and sponsors collaborate 
with public school teachers to 
design courses.
MicroMajor options are 
designed to complement the 
2013 House Bill 5 endorse-
ments, which are concentra-
tions in a specific field that 
students can earn by complet-
ing four additional credits. Mi-
croMajor options match three 
of five endorsements, with fu-
ture MicroMajors potentially 
expanding beyond the options 
offered by HB 5.
The three high schools 
participating in the pilot pro-
gram — Akins High School, 
Bowie High School and Rea-
gan High School — were se-
lected to be representative 
of different student popula-
tions within AISD and serve 
a wide variety of students, 
Keller said. In the future, UT 
hopes to scale the program 
across AISD and other Texas 
school districts.
Brandi Hosack, the princi-
pal of Akins High School, said 
she thinks the program will 
greatly benefit students.
“Showing them the pos-
sibilities — connecting those 
dots — is really important,” 
Hosack said.  “I forsee this 
being something they really 
latch onto and that they’re 
proud to accomplish.”
Students can be nomi-
nated for a MicroMajor by 
their teachers, counselors 
or themselves.
“This is important not just 
for students coming to UT 
— it’s important for the state 
of Texas,” Keller said. “UT 
plays an important leader-
ship role in partnerships with 
other universities. Some of 
the students who complete 
MicroMajors may attend 
ACC, Texas State, Texas 
Tech, even A&M, but they 
should know and we should 
know that the students are 
ready to be competitive from 
the first moment they step 
on campus.”
When economics junior 
Joy Youwakim was grow-
ing up, she grew tired of be-
ing told to eat everything 
on her plate because people 
elsewhere were starving. 
“It’s ridiculous that it’s 2016 
and there are still people that 
are hungry in the world, es-
pecially when we produce 
enough,” Youwakim said.
Now at UT, she researches 
sustainable ways of grow-
ing food. Youwakim, also a 
mathematics minor, works 
with UT mathematics lec-
turer William Wolesen-
sky to model resources for 
sustainable agriculture.
“A part of investigating 
sustainability of a resource is 
modeling the use of that re-
source, which is usually done 
using some mathematics,” 
Wolesensky said. “Joy and I 
collaborate on doing an experi-
ment in modeling whatever 
resource she is looking at con-
serving, and that usually takes a 
mathematical slant.”
Youwakim’s previous re-
search was about finding ways 
to grow more food while using 
less water. Youwakim said that 
in the future, climate change 
could mean less rain for crops, 
so she decided to study the 
effects of less frequent water-
ing of corn and sorghum, a 
grain that is similar to corn but 
nutritionally superior. 
“Corn is a really big staple in 
the U.S., so we were trying to 
show that it’s more advantageous 
for everybody to grow more 
sorghum and less corn and sub-
stitute it, because sorghum uses 
a lot less water and can conquer 
the effects of climate change a lot 
better,” she said.
Youwakim grew two rows 
of both corn and sorghum and 
watered one weekly as a control 
and the other row once every 
two weeks. Between the con-
trol rows and the rows that got 
watered less, there was a 27 per-
cent yield decrease in corn and 
only a 13 percent yield decrease 
in sorghum.
“Sorghum just fared a lot 
better, so there’s no reason we 
shouldn’t be growing more,” 
Youwakim said. “Environmen-
tally and agriculturally, it’s a lot 
better, and if the goal is to feed 
people and lower poverty rates, 
we should really start growing 
more sorghum.”
Youwakim said it’s important 
that people realize hunger is still 
present in the United States, but 
that it is a solvable issue. 
“You can’t expect society to 
advance when people are hun-
gry,” she said. “It’s important to 
realize that it’s a domestic issue 
and we should be doing things 
about it.” 
Wolesensky, who has worked 
with Youwakim for a little over 
a year, said that Youwakim is 
persistent and hardworking, 
even when faced with obstacles 
to her work. He said she is also 
enthusiastic about her research.
“What sets Joy apart from 
some people is Joy will actu-
ally do things, meaning instead 
of constructing barriers not to 
do things, Joy finds ways to go 
around barriers and actually ac-
complish something,” Wolesen-
sky said. “Her name is very de-
scriptive, she’s a joy to work with.”
Youwakim said that re-
search can be difficult be-
cause some ideas don’t work 
out and she has to be ready 
to revise her plans.
“Wolesensky and I started 
the summer after my fresh-
man year planning things, and 
things had changed so many 
times before we finally settled 
on something,” she said. “You 
have to be willing to be invest-
ed and to have your heart bro-
ken over and over again. You 
should really love what you’re 
doing because it takes up a lot 
of your time.”
Regardless of the time it takes, 
Youwakim said she encourages 
students to get involved with re-
search because it can help them 
find the career they want. She 
said her research in sustainable 
agriculture has allowed her to 
combine her interests in math-
ematics and the environment.
“If I had never engaged with 
something like this, I’d be an 
economics major doing math 
problems and thinking I would 
work for a bank someday, 
which there’s nothing wrong 
with, but it wasn’t my thing,” 
she said. “You can find that 
niche thing you want to do with 
your life. Research has been the 
most comforting thing and 
my favorite thing about col-
lege, because now I know what 
I want.”
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MALE HOUSEMATE WANTED 
Furnished bedroom with private bath in a 2/2 first floor condo near 
51st and Lamar. 
$700/mo plus half of light and internet. Available December 15th.
Across UT rec field/bus. Fresh paint, updated kitchen, tiled floors. 
Water and maid service included. No guns, no drugs, no pets. (512) 
573-2216
MEDICALHOUSES
Historic Hyde Park Bargain
4302 Ave G #C 3/2 $1750/mo bright clean quiet secluded approx. 
800 sqft block from shuttle cafes bakery grocery park available now 
512-345-3733
Reduce • Reuse • Recycle
NO ROOMIE HASSLE, YOUR OWN PLACE @ $850/MONTH
Immediate Move-in, Walk to Campus.
1 BRs / Studio Apartments Available
Parking Included!
Move-in Today and have your place tomorrow!
Call the Westside Group at (512) 499-8013
westsidegroup.com
Reduce • Reuse • Recycle
DAILYTEXANONLINE.COM
Facebook at dailytexan
Twitter @thedailytexan
Donate Sperm, Get Paid!
Healthy men, age 18-39
apply at
ARBORCARWASH.COM
JOIN THE CLUB
3120 GUADALUPE ST
(512) 451-2696
10401 JOLLYVILLE RD 
(512) 346-8050
1110 RANCH ROAD
(512) 266-1300
ARBOR CAR WASH AND LUBE 
UNLIMITED EXPRESS PLANS
$19.95 EXTERIOR WASH & DRY
$29 95 EXTERIOR WASH,DRY & TIRES
$33.95 EXTERIOR WASH,DRY,TIRES & PRAY WAX
PRICES ARE PER MONTH & PER VEHICLE
digest.texasstudentmedia.com
FREE CHAMBER MUSIC CONCERT
NOON TUESDAY NOVEMBER 15, 2016
Salon Concerts presents a FREE noon concert featuring 
Annie Chalex Boyle, violin;Joseph Smith, violin; 
Bruce Williams, viola; Douglas Harvey, cello; 
Jessica Valls, bass;Colette Valentine, piano; and 
Kathryn Mishell, piano playing music of  
Rachmaninoff, Johnson, Hanson, and Farrenc.
MORE INFORMATION AT SALONCONCERTS.ORG 
University Presbyterian Church | 2203 San Antonio Street, Austin 78705
Parking in Co-Op garage free with concert program.
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CAMPUS
Economics student researches sustainable ways to grow food
INNOVATION
AISD students get taste of UT through Texas MicroMajors
By Freya Preimesberger
@freyapreim
By Julianne Hodges
@JayHodges2018
Illustration by Rachel West | Daily Texan Staff
When the Longhorns 
gather in a pregame huddle 
on Sunday, the day prior to 
facing No. 11 Stanford, junior 
Brooke McCarty will empha-
size one word: together.
Pump-up speeches are 
one of many responsibilities 
McCarty carries this season 
as the Longhorns’  starting 
point guard. Transitioning 
into a leadership role hasn’t 
been a simple process, but 
with practices in full swing 
and the season opener ap-
proaching, McCarty is pre-
pared for the challenge. 
“The work in progress, 
part of it is just me being 
more vocal and being able 
to be open to my team-
mates coming to me about 
anything at anytime,” Mc-
Carty said. “Just being able 
to be a lending hand and 
following like the leaders 
last year while trying to 
be my own person at the 
same time.”
McCarty has excelled for 
the Longhorns since arriv-
ing on the 40 Acres in 2014. 
The 5-foot-4 guard is the 
shortest player on Texas’ 
roster, but still brings a big 
presence on the hardwood. 
She led the Longhorns in 
points per game and min-
utes played last season, 
warranting a first team 
All-Big 12 selection and 
a Big 12 All-Tournament 
Team selection.
Head coach Karen As-
ton gave the starting point 
guard role to McCarty this 
offseason. McCarty has 
embraced the new role, 
constantly learning from 
the coaching staff and 
teammates — new and old 
— along the way.
But McCarty knows her 
leadership responsibilities 
extend beyond her play on 
the court.
“I have to be more of a 
leader off the court too, not 
just on the court,” McCarty 
said. “I’m kind of to myself 
a little bit sometimes, so 
just being more vocals in 
all areas of the game.”
McCarty said she’s in-
spired to lead by her moth-
er — a single mom who 
has done everything in her 
power to be there for her 
kids. McCarty’s mom has 
made an effort to attend all 
of her games over the years. 
“She never complains 
and she never acts like 
it’s a big burden for her, 
so I just kind of feel like 
she has been my motiva-
tor,” McCarty said. “She’s 
the reason why I wake up 
every morning and why 
I do what I do, especially 
on days where I feel like I 
don’t want to go.”
Texas will bank on Mc-
Carty’s leadership as the 
team embarks on a sea-
son-long journey with one 
paramount goal in mind: 
Reaching the Final Four 
in Dallas.
The No. 8 Longhorns 
visit the Cardinal on Nov. 
14 in a marquee matchup 
between two of the nation’s 
top teams. And when the 
tip-off rolls around in Palo 
Alto and the Longhorns 
cluster in their pregame 
huddle, McCarty will be 
ready to lead.
The brooms were out 
and the dust pans were 
filled as No. 5 Texas (19–3, 
11–1 Big 12) swept Bay-
lor (18–8, 6–4 Big 12) at 
Gregory Gym in Austin 
on Wednesday night. The 
victory marked the Long-
horns’ eighth sweep of 
the season and their third 
against Big-12 opponents.
“It’s great to get a good 
rhythm and winning in 
three [sets],” head coach 
Jerritt Elliott said. “I like 
their composure … We 
gave up some errors, but 
we kind of kept going and 
went on to the next point.”
Texas seemed to have 
control in the first set, 
but Baylor stayed within 
reach. The Bears relied 
on star outside hitter Ka-
tie Staiger to make up the 
ground after falling be-
hind by four points.
Staiger notched nine 
kills in the set to help the 
Bears claw into the 20s. 
But at 23-22, the Long-
horns called a timeout to 
calm down and regroup. 
The stoppage paid divi-
dends as freshman Micaya 
White sealed the frame 
for the burnt orange a few 
points later. 
“I have to give a lot of 
credit to our coaching 
staff,” senior setter Chloe 
Collins said. “Those are 
critical moments to be fo-
cused on the little things 
and making sure we’re do-
ing things right in those 
moments. During that 
time we need to just come 
together and lately we 
have been.”
The Bears took an early 
lead in the second set, 
leading the Longhorns 
4-1. But that would be the 
largest point gap of the 
match as Texas went back 
and forth with the Bears. 
The two teams tied 14 
times over the course of 
the set, with neither squad 
able to establish a serious 
edge throughout. 
Both Baylor and Texas’ 
hitting percentages went 
by the wayside while er-
rors piled up. But Texas 
ultimately overcame the 
sloppy play to take the set 
26-24 off a White kill and 
a Baylor error. 
Miscues by the Bears 
were a theme through-
out the evening. Baylor 
gifted the Longhorns 22 
points over the course 
of the match on errors, 
six of them coming on 
block attempts. 
And while the Long-
horns continued their 
trend of compiling service 
errors — they racked up 
nine on Wednesday — the 
green and white outpaced 
them in that category as 
well, adding ten service er-
rors to a sloppy scorecard.
With a sweep in sight, 
the Longhorns ran out to a 
12-7 lead in the third set, 
seizing the momentum 
created from the first two 
sets. The Bears struggled 
to stay within reach of 
the burnt orange, falling 
behind by eight points 
at 20–12. 
A three-point run by the 
Bears triggered a Long-
horn timeout at 20-15. 
But superb blocking from 
sophomore outside hitter 
Yaasmeen Bedart-Ghani 
brought the Longhorns 
ahead. They would win 
the final set 25-16 to seal 
the sweep. 
The Longhorns next 
take the court on the road 
for the last time this season 
on Saturday against Iowa 
State in Ames, Iowa. They 
return to Gregory Gym 
on Nov. 16 for a matchup 
against Texas Tech. 
Shaquille Cleare brings 
some serious size to 
the table.
The 6–foot–8 senior 
center checks in at 275 
pounds and boasts a 
build reminiscent of a 
football player.
Cleare is also big on 
experience. The Mary-
land transfer was a key 
contributor on a Terra-
pins team that made a 
deep NIT run in 2013. He 
logged solid minutes last 
year on a Longhorn squad 
that earned the program’s 
highest seed in the NCAA 
tournament since 2012. 
And head coach Shaka 
Smart has sung Cleare’s 
praises as he’s stepped 
into a leadership role. 
“Shaq is a guy whose 
voice carries a lot weight,” 
Smart said. “He’s older 
and he’s a guy that’s been 
around and played college 
basketball in multiple big 
time conferences. There’s 
something about a big 
guy that when they speak 
up it tends to carry more 
weight. Maybe because 
they’re scary, like Shaq, 
and sometimes guys might 
be scared of what Shaq 
might do to them.”
Texas’ young roster 
will count on Cleare’s 
experience as it adjusts 
to college basketball. 
The squad features sev-
en underclassmen with 
only three senior players 
on scholarship.
Cleare has embraced his 
role as a leader and is excited 
about how the youth around 
him is progressing. 
“As far as mentoring, 
I love doing it,” Cleare 
said. “I love working with 
[the underclassmen] and 
I’m excited about where 
they’ll go in the future. 
[The underclassmen] are 
going to have a great year, 
as long as they continue to 
work hard and take care 
of the little details. The 
future’s bright.”
One of those under-
classmen with a bright fu-
ture is heralded freshman 
Jarrett Allen. Allen will 
share the starting front 
court with Cleare, and the 
two could impose a daunt-
ing low-post threat on op-
posing defenses. 
Allen — a five-star 
recruit according to 
247Sports — said Cleare 
has helped him transition 
to college both on and off 
the court. 
“Shaq’s been an incred-
ible leader,” Allen said. 
“We’ve grown together, 
and he’s helped me learn 
the UT system.”
But Texas will need 
Cleare to be more than 
just a mentor this year. 
Smart has expressed his 
desire to feature more of 
an inside-out approach on 
offense this season, and 
Cleare figures to be a key 
clog in the game plan.
Cleare took steps in 
the offseason to prepare 
himself for an expanded 
offensive role. The big 
man focused extensively 
on conditioning, dropping 
over 30 pounds. 
“Shaq’s had a terrific 
offseason,” Smart said. 
“He’s lost 40 pounds, 
changed his body, and re-
ally looked good in prac-
tice. I think Shaq is ready 
to take the next step.”
Though it’s early in the 
basketball season, Cleare 
has shown signs that he’s 
ready to take that next 
step. In the team’s exhibi-
tion game against Angelo 
State, Cleare scored 12 
points on 4-11 shooting. 
Last season, Cleare posted 
double-digit scoring num-
bers only twice and nev-
er attempted more than 
ten shots. 
Cleare looks to kick off 
his season with a big per-
formance against Incar-
nate Word on Friday from 
the Frank Erwin Center in 
Austin. Tip-off is slated 
for 7 p.m.
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MEN’S BASKETBALL VOLLEYBALL | TEXAS 3-0 BAYLOR
By Shane Lewis 
@theREALsplewis
By Leah Vann 
@Vanntastic_Leah
By Sydney Rubin 
@sydneyrrubin
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
Gabriel Lopez | Daily Texan Staff
Junior Brooke McCarty will take over the reigns at point guard for the Longhorns after helping 
lead them to the Elite Eight last year. She earned All-Big 12 First Team honors in 2015-16.
Joshua Guerra | Daily Texan Staff
Senior center Shaquille Cleare will look to have a bigger role in the Longhorn offense this 
year after averaging just over 12 minutes and three and a half points per game last season. 
SIDELINE
Texas battles Bobcats 
in fall-season finale
The Longhorns (6–0) 
will close out the fall sea-
son on Thursday with a 
matchup against Texas 
State, heading home after 
a two-game series with 
UTSA. Texas dominated 
the Road Runners in San 
Antonio over the week-
end, winning by scores of 
6-0 and 13-5, respectively. 
“I’m pretty happy with 
the way we played,” soph-
omore outfielder Reagan 
Hathaway said. “We’re 
getting better and better 
each game our defense 
has been really solid late-
ly, so it’s all coming along 
for us.”
The Longhorns faced 
a four-run deficit in the 
second game of the week-
end, but never faltered. 
The burnt orange main-
tained their composure 
and stuck together, ex-
ecuting their game plan 
as a team to stage a come-
back victory
“Once we get it going, 
it’s not hard to stay locked 
in at all,” freshman in-
fielder Kaitlyn Slack said. 
“We had to work through 
a little bit of adversity 
for the first time this 
fall, but we got through 
it together.”
Texas hopes to cap off 
its fall season with one 
more win in front of its 
home crowd, but it won’t 
be easy. The team has had 
trouble with the Bob-
cats before, losing 6-0 in 
last year’s fall season and 
splitting the regular sea-
son series 1-1. 
“It’s always a tough 
matchup,” senior outfield-
er Stephanie Wong said. 
“They’re a really good 
team that always brings a 
fight to us, so we’re all ex-
cited about it.”
Aside from the Bobcats 
talented roster, Texas will 
also face former Long-
horn Cat Osterman. The 
three-time USA Softball 
National Player of the 
Year helps call the shots 
from the Texas State dug-
out as an assistant coach. 
“That’s always a fun 
side note that she’s coach-
ing over there,” head 
coach Connie Clark said. 
“She’s done a really nice 
job with her pitching staff, 
so we’ll be challenged up.”
Texas draws closer to 
regular-season form with 
every contest, but still 
sees room for improve-
ment. The Longhorns 
will look to further polish 
their game on Thursday 
and finish the fall with a 
strong final performance.
“Really, it’s about us,” 
Clark said. “We have 
to run bases better and 
keep making adjust-
ments at the plate re-
gardless of who is in the 
other dugout.”
—Justin Martinez
SPORTS 
BRIEFLY
“Y’all ain’t woke”
Lil’ Jordan Humphrey
@LJ_Humphrey23
TOP TWEET
KNICKS
NETS
76ERS
PACERS
Cleare set for bigger role 
heading into senior season
Texas continues home 
dominance in victory
Joshua Guerra | Daily Texan Staff
Senior outside hitter Paulina Prieto Cerame helped fuel the 
burnt orange to a three-set win over Baylor on Wednesday 
night, marking the Longhorns’ eighth sweep of the season.
SCOREMcCarty embraces added responsibility
“Shaq is a guy whose 
voice carries a lot 
weight. He’s older and 
he’s a guy that’s been 
around and played 
college basketball 
in multiple big time 
conferences. There’s 
something about a 
big guy that when they 
speak up it tends to 
carry more weight.
—Shaka Smart, 
Head coach
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When Jon Pierce- 
Shimomura’s son was born 
in 2001, like most parents, he 
was already worrying about 
what to do when it came 
time for his son to go col-
lege. But for him, it was dif-
ferent; his son was born with 
Down Syndrome.
Frustrated with the lack 
of options for high school 
graduates with intellectual 
and developmental disabili-
ties, Pierce-Shimomura, a 
neuroscience assistant pro-
fessor, decided to begin a 
postsecondary program of 
informal night classes at UT 
for adults with IDDs. Know-
ing he wasn’t the only one 
unsure of his child’s future, 
he felt inspired to begin ad-
vocating, in his own way, for 
educational rights of students 
with IDDs.
“[Parents of people with 
disabilities are] always con-
cerned about the future for 
their disabled loved one,” 
Pierce-Shimomura said. “Col-
lege is a milestone for people 
with developmental and intel-
lectual disabilities because no 
one expects them to go there. 
There’s sports groups, theater 
groups, art groups [for people 
with disabilities] — but for 
postsecondary education, 
we’re not there yet.”
Pierce-Shimomura decided 
to start with what he knows 
best: science. The project be-
gan in 2009 with a single class 
but now serves approximately 
200 students annually. As he 
began to expand his program 
and look for more instruc-
tors, Pierce-Shimomura em-
phasized that teachers should 
keep high expectations of 
their students, despite their 
disabilities. Some came pre-
pared to teach elementary 
painting for art classes, but 
Pierce-Shimomura insisted 
they should be taught subjects 
like French Impressionism in 
art class, subjects he believed 
any college student would be 
interested in.  
“Here, I [began] meeting 
with adults with Down Syn-
drome that could do amazing 
things,” Pierce-Shimomura 
said. “We teach academic 
subjects that would be of in-
terest to UT students as well 
as to adults with IDDs. Like 
a good PBS show: There’s 
complicated and sophis-
ticated material as well as 
simpler materials.”
In the future, Pierce- 
Shimomura hopes to inte-
grate students with IDDs 
into standard UT classrooms. 
But he has encountered re-
sistance from an unexpected 
party — parents. 
“Many [parents] are hesi-
tant because they haven’t 
been prepared for this 
idea,” Pierce-Shimomura 
said. “They’ve been shel-
tering their adult child 
with disabilities.”
Adjunct associate profes-
sor James Patton, who serves 
as an advisor to Best Buddies, 
a volunteer-based commu-
nity outreach program where 
students are paired with an 
adult with an IDD, started 
teaching informal photog-
raphy courses last spring 
and said he strongly believes 
Pierce-Shimomura’s program 
has made a positive impact 
on students and presents 
a productive alternative to 
adult daycares or just staying 
at home. 
“They enjoy this, they 
benefit from it, they look 
forward to it,” Patton said. 
“They probably look forward 
to these classes more than 
other folks do in some ways. 
It’s enriching for them to have 
these opportunities.”
Core Haley, who took 
Patton’s photography course, 
said the class gave her op-
portunities to explore pho-
tography in ways she never 
had before.
“I loved it,” Haley said. “I 
just loved the whole expe-
rience. It was well-put to-
gether. I like that there was in 
door and outdoor things and 
that it was very interactive.”
Pierce-Shimomura said 
more universities should 
consider adopting informal 
class programs or start work-
ing towards integrating their 
classrooms. Above all, he 
strongly believes that students 
with IDDs should be given 
the same opportunities as 
everyone else. 
“Students come to UT to 
see the edge of knowledge,” 
Pierce-Shimomura said. “To 
celebrate that and push that 
and learn things your par-
ents and past generations 
never even knew. [Students 
with IDDs] are capable of 
all sorts of amazing feats. 
You just have to set expec-
tations and they’ll rise to 
the occasion.”
After a brief absence from 
the UT community, Taco Bell 
is back with a fresh spin on 
its business model. In addi-
tion to the pseudo-Mexican 
food it’s famous for, it will 
now be serving alcoholic 
beverages in a cozy sit-down 
dining room.
Upon entering Taco Bell 
Cantina on the Drag, it is im-
mediately apparent that the 
owners are trying to foster 
a comfortable and modern 
ambiance where students 
will want to hang out and 
study. The walls are plastered 
with bright street art depic-
tions of food, the speakers 
blast pop hits and every table 
is accompanied with a power 
outlet for laptop chargers. 
While the effort to offer 
a place for students to re-
lax and study is commend-
able, all the free Wi-Fi and 
power outlets in the world 
can’t make up for the un-
comfortably small tables and 
room. Taco Bell was far more 
practical when it was located 
in the Texas Union, where 
students had ample room to 
work and eat. 
As for the food, nothing 
on the menu differs from 
normal Taco Bell options, 
aside from the sharable sec-
tion of the menu, which is 
essentially just a collection 
of appetizer-sized versions of 
classic Taco Bell dishes. 
Despite having a larger 
kitchen and longer wait 
times than the average Taco 
Bell, the food remains as 
lazily thrown together as 
ever. The tortillas still taste 
like paper, the meat options 
are still generally indistin-
guishable from one another 
and the chips are still a bit 
too stale. 
The only thing that ac-
tually sets Taco Bell Can-
tina apart from any other 
Taco Bell, aside from the 
lack of a drive-thru, is 
the alcohol. 
The alcoholic options are 
impressive compared to the 
rest of the lackluster menu. 
The liquor and beer offered 
include some local favorites 
such as Treaty Oak Rum 
and Tequila 512, and beers 
from Austin establishments 
such as Live Oak Brew-
ery and (512) Brewing are 
on tap. 
But the mixed drinks are 
just as sloppily prepared as 
the food. 
The main focus of 
the alcohol menu is the 
selection of alcoholic slush-
ies, or Twisted Freezes. These 
frozen drinks are a good idea 
in theory, but the execution 
is abysmal. 
Patrons choose the slushy 
flavor and added alcohol 
— vodka, tequila or rum 
— but instead of incorpo-
rating the alcohol through-
out the entire slushy, the 
cashier crudely poured a 
shot of liquor on top of 
the slushy. 
The end result is a plas-
tic cup filled with slushy 
and topped off with a pool 
of liquor. 
“I feel like I’d be bet-
ter off just buying a regular 
slush and taking it home 
to mix it with alcohol my-
self for way less money,” 
said public relations junior 
John Roland.
By eliminating the 
drive-thru and relocating off  
campus, Taco Bell Cantina 
lost what made Taco Bell ide-
al for students to begin with: 
convenience. While it’s a 
cool novelty experience to sit 
down in a hip version of Taco 
Bell and enjoy a drink along-
side a Quesarito, it quickly 
becomes apparent that the 
whole experience would be 
better spent at home, or at 
least in a bigger dining room 
where you can have a little 
more leg room.
“The food is fine and it’s 
kind of cool to catch a buzz 
at a Taco Bell,” said cus-
tomer Matt Stein. “I don’t 
know if it’s worth a visit 
back, though.”
The names in this story 
have been changed. 
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Jon Pierce-Shimomura, a neuroscience assistant professor, adjusts the microscope for his 
students to view the worms on the slide. Pierce-Shimomura started the informal night classes 
for adults with intellectual and developmental disabilities in 2009. 
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Alcoholic beverages find home 
in updated Taco Bell Cantina
Emmanuel Briseno | Daily Texan Staff
The new Taco Bell Cantina that recently opened up on 
Guadalupe St. will be one of three Taco Bells in the U.S. 
serving alcohol.  
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English assistant professor Donna Kornhaber was named a 2016 Academy Film Scholar 
for her work titled “Women’s Work: The Female Screenwriter and the Development of Early 
American Film.” The project focuses on the contributions of female screenwriters in the 
silent film era. 
As a child, English 
assistant professor Donna 
Kornhaber would sneak 
downstairs late at night to 
watch the black and white 
movies shown on public 
television. Scared by horror 
techniques in “Nosferatu” 
and immediately struck 
by the directorial magic of 
Chaplin films, young Ko-
rnhaber never imagined 
that she would one day 
receive letters from the 
Academy itself.
This summer, Kornhaber 
was named a 2016 Academy 
Film Scholar by the Acad-
emy of Motion Pictures Arts 
and Sciences for her proj-
ect “Women’s Work: The 
Female Screenwriter and 
the Development of Early 
American Film,” which will 
be the first book-length 
study of female screenwrit-
ers’ contributions in the si-
lent film era. The Academy 
Film Scholars program was 
founded in 1999 and has 
since named 28 scholars. 
Kornhaber and her fellow 
awardee are the sixth and 
seventh women to be grant-
ed this recognition and will 
each receive a $25,000 grant 
to develop their projects. 
“Having been a screen-
writer, I feel a kinship to 
these women in my own 
way,” Kornhaber said. 
“Bringing [their] stories to 
the floor and diving deep 
into who they were and 
how their backgrounds 
helped create the basic 
characteristics of Hollywood 
is a tremendous honor.”
As an undergraduate 
student at New York Uni-
versity, Kornhaber learned 
the anatomy of film as well 
as the theory behind it. 
While completing her MFA 
in dramatic writing, Korn-
haber said she realized she 
wanted to return to analyz-
ing cinema. She attended 
Columbia University’s 
doctoral program where 
she discovered her niche 
in teaching and explored 
her interest in literature, 
theater and cinema.
“I really enjoyed the prac-
tical track of filmmaking, 
[but] I was kind of seduced 
by the energy of thinking 
about the cinema in a more 
academic way,” Kornhaber 
said. “I longed to be able to 
talk about film and not just 
put it together, but to think 
about what that means.” 
Earlier this year, Korn-
haber was also awarded the 
2016 University of Texas 
System Regents’ Outstand-
ing Teaching Award, the 
highest teaching honor 
at UT. English professor 
Douglas Bruster, one of the 
people who recommended 
her for the award, visited 
her class when she taught 
Alfred Hitchcock’s “Shadow 
of a Doubt.” Even though 
he’d seen the film multiple 
times, he said he felt like 
he’d known nothing about it 
before her lecture.
“We are ecstatic about her 
Academy fellowship, but in 
some ways not surprised,” 
Bruster said. “It’s like the 
Pulitzer Prize for film study 
and for her to be recognized 
for this award at such a 
young age tells us the Uni-
versity of Texas has one of 
the leading film scholars in 
the world right here on the 
40 Acres.”
Kornhaber will attend an 
award ceremony in Janu-
ary and once her research 
is completed, she will give 
a talk at the Academy. She 
will also conduct archival 
research into original cop-
ies of screenplays and films 
that remain from the silent 
film era.
English freshman Re-
bekah Whitehead, a student 
in Kornhaber’s Literature, 
Film & Other Arts course, 
said she thinks her profes-
sor’s Academy recognition 
is further proof of how 
knowledgeable she is.
“She’s taught us how 
to look deeper into films 
and books,” Whitehead 
said. “We’re not pres-
sured to get everything 
right, but to develop our 
own interpretations.”
Kornhaber also believes 
the effects of women’s 
contribution to early film 
can be seen in present 
day productions. 
“It’s always exciting to get 
a letter from the Academy 
with a little picture of the 
Oscar on the front of it,” 
Kornhaber said. “It really 
drives home the idea that 
this project is being sup-
ported by the people inter-
ested in the making of film 
and helping to shape the 
cinematic landscape today.” 
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UT assistant professor named 
2016 Academy Film Scholar
Faculty offers courses to adults with IDDs
TACO BELL CANTINA
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